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1 Adams, Thomas F. Typographia: A Brief Sketch of the Origin,
Rise, and Practice of the Typographic Art: with Practical Directions for Conducting Every Department in an Office. Philadelphia: Printed and Published by the Compiler, 1837. 4½ × 7½.
Frontis of a Columbian Press descending from the heavens,
title, (3), 4–372, (8) pages of Index and Directions to the Binder
plus 4 plates. Contemporary speckled calf, spine label. Foxing
throughout, except for frontis, title, and plates on better paper.
Very good copy.
$850
First edition of this classic American printers’ manual, with emphasis
on American handpresses—Ruthven, Ramage, Washington, & Wells—
and on newly introduced mechanical appartauses.

2 Allix, Susan. Golden Temple Mail to Bharatpur. (London,
2001). 8 × 10. Twenty-four leaves: 6 original color etchings
face 6 evocative vignettes of Indian life; each is preceded by a
half-title and interleaved with textured Japanese tissue; leaves
without text or illustration are ruled in various colors. Bound
by Allix in golden morocco having geometric onlays in red,
orange, purple, & yellow, tooled in black and gold. Fine in
velvet-lined yellow cloth tray case with paper labels matching
the pastedowns.
$6,500
One of 14 copies with original etchings. They were based on Allix’s
paintings (the total edition was 25 copies, with one copy painted and 10
copies having reproductions).
Inscribed in the colophon to
a collector. The six vignettes
and etchings are “The House,”
“The Painted Hind,” The Purple
Cloth,” “The Tiger,” “The Small
Palace,” and “Golden Temple
Mail to Bharatpur.”

3 Aratus. Phenomena. With Woodcuts from Erhard Ratdolt’s
Poetica Astonomica MCCCCLXXXII. (Lexington): King Library
Press, 1975. 7½ × 10. (92) pages, 2 errata slips laid in. Hand-
stamped paste paper over boards, title label on spine. Blind-
embossed dustwrapper is toned. Book is fine.
$750
One of 75 copies initially designed by Victor & Carolyn Hammer for
the Anvil Press in the 1960s; but it was not completed until 1975 at
The King Library Press. Printed in red and black in Koch’s Jessen types.

4 Barbarian Press. Holden, Molly. Sudden Immobility, Selected Poems. Wood Engravings by Andy English. Mission, B.
C., 2021. 7½ × 10½. xvii, 271, cclxxv–cclxxxi, (2) pages with 24
wood engravings printed from the blocks. Green morocco and
decorated boards. An extra suite of the 10 larger engravings
from the book is enclosed in a green cloth and boards portfolio. Both volumes are wrapped in a cloth folder and slipcased.
Fine.
$1,450
Ten major sections open with half-page engravings and a title printed in
black, green, blue, or red, closing with a vignette tailpiece reminiscent
of Bewick. The whole is beautifully printed by the Elsteds. Sudden
Immobility reprints almost all the poems published in Molly Holden’s lifetime—A Hill Like a
Horse, The Bright Cloud, To Make Me Grieve,
Air and Chill Earth, and The Country Over—
201 poems, plus 8 previously unpublished.
“She writes of country landscapes and of village life and history with the understanding
of the heart.”—Crispin Elsted. Andy English
writes a Note about his personal connection
to the poems. One of 72 deluxe copies. (There
were also 43 regular copies bound in cloth &
boards, without the portfolio of engravings.)

One of a few copies with the engravings signed
5 Baskin, Leonard. Birds & Animals. Gehenna Press, 1974.
14½ × 11½. Six gatherings of title, colophon, and 66 wood
engravings, woodcuts, and linoleum cuts by Leonard Baskin
printed one to a leaf on Troya, and interleaved with backing
sheets. Signed by Baskin in the colophon. An unbound binder’s
copy with 64 of the prints especially signed by Baskin. Housed
in a handsome cloth & decorated paper tray case by Barbara
Blumenthal. Fine, with prospectus.
$7,100
A delightful range of Baskin’s creatures from sea, land, and air., executed from 1952 to 1960. Printed by Harold McGrath in black, dark
blue, dark green, and red. The image sizes range from less than an inch
to 8 inches. One of approximately 50 sets printed, this set belonged to
the binder David Bourbeau. According to the prospectus, the edition
of 50 was bound as follows: “in marbled paper over boards by Arno
Werner” for $500, and 5 copies with all the prints signed by L. B.,
bound in full leather by Werner for $2,500. According to The Work of
Fifty Years #77 a few copies had all prints signed. It appears that few
sets were actually completed. OCLC locates only 12 copies world-wide.

6 Baskin, Leonard. Icones Librorum Artifices. Second Series.
Being Actual, Putative, Fugative, & Fantastical Portraits of
Engravers, Illustrators & Binders. Etchings and Notes by Leonard Baskin. Gehenna Press, 2000. Three parts. 11 × 16. Title,
26 etched color portraits with shaped text, & colophon. Each
etching is numbered 6/40 and signed by Baskin at the bottom
of the page. Bound in full black morocco gilt by Gray Parrot.
An extra suite of the signed etchings is printed in black, each
signed. The extra suite, a large water color portrait of Hans
Vredeman de Vries, and the original copperplate depicting de
Vries are in 2 cloth portfolios. All fine in a tray case, with prospectus.
$13,500

No. 6 of only 8 deluxe copies in the full leather binding with a water
color and an original copperplate. Hans Vredeman de Vries was a Dutch
Renaissance architect, painter, and engineer. Baskin has hand colored
3 of the portraits in the extra suite: Ratdolt, Geronima Parasole, &
Charles Ricketts. Exquisite letterpress in Arrighi type by Art Larson.
Etchings printed by Michael Kuch on various handmade papers. There
were also 32 regular copies.
Baskin’s book artists range from Ratdolt to Dwiggins; eight are
women. Each color engraving is geometrically shaped and combined
with its biography in various typographic shapes—often accomplished
by unconventional hyphenation. The Prospectus terms it a “plastic
phantasy, the etchings and type together making the composition.”
“The portraits are based on long-held traditions of attribution and
identification and where no antique portraits exist, the images are
Baskin inventions, informed by his historic knowledge of their work
& times.”
Baskin’s other artisans are: Estellina Conat, Charles Etienne, Charlotte Guillard, Ugo de Carpi, Jacobis Mazochius, Francsco del Tuppo,
Joris Hoefnagel, Wenceslaus Hollar, Magalena van de Passe, Romeyn de
Hooghe, Jan l’Admiral, Jacques gautier D’Agoty, Hubert Gravelot, William Blake, Jane Aitken, Phoebe Traquair, Jessie King, and Carl Rollins.

Hand colored throughout
7 Book of Hours. Livre d’heures ou Offices de l’Eglise illustrés d’après les manuscrits de la Bibliothèque du Roi. Paris: A.
Guilbert, 1843 (but issued later in 1890). 5 × 6½. (6), 92, (1)
pages with elaborate borders and initials, all hand colored and
gilded. A labor of love! The illustrations, by Mlle. A. Guilbert,
are based on Medieval mss. Printed in French in lettre batarde.
Bound in 1890 in Jansenist morocco by Girard of Angers with
wide gilt turn-ins and blue silk endpapers monogramed CL in
gold. The penciled inscription on a blank reads “à ma chère
petite fille Annie, souvenir de sa grand-mère Lefèbre.” Laid in

are two small calligraphic illuminated texts. Very slight rubbing
to one tip & faint scratch to rear; bit of paper adhered to side
of title page, 2 leaves have almost imperceptible soft crease at
tip; one leaf has small defect; all else fine.
$1,100
Eugène Duverger, known for his fine work, printed this book in black.
It was intended to be hand colored. The University of California’s
digitized copy is printed solely in black. A popular gift book, Mlle.
Guilbert’s Hours seems to have been issued up to 1900. It appears
in black only and hand colored, in a variety of bindings. Some copies
from the 1880s have a Gruel & Engleman imprint. Later issues tend
to have trimmed top and bottom margins, monogrammed endpapers,
and special presentation leafs. The first issue contained a Dedication
page to Marie-Amélie Queen of France (queen from 1830 to 1848).

Large paper, finely bound presentation copy
8 Chiswick Press. A Selection of Types in Use at the Chiswick
Press. London: Tooks Court, Chancery Lane, (1867). 6½ × 10.
Approx. 122 leaves printed on one side only. Light occasional
foxing. Handsome period wine morocco tooled in black;
all edges and turn-ins gilt. Near fine copy of an uncommon
book.
$2,300
Except for the final 12 leaves, this is not a type specimen per se, but a
showing of the types in use. Many displays are double spreads and are
ornamented with woodcut borders and initials for which the Chiswick
Press was renowned. Several show the same text but in different type
settings, head bands, and initial letters. All are selections from previously printed works. OCLC shows three copies in US institutions and
three in British/European.
Provenance: Inscribed by the printers Whittingham & Wilkins to
the Shakespearean scholar & collector J. O Halliwell (-Phillipps), who
in turn inscribed it to the Penzance Public Library. Bookplate of the
British collector, and resident of Zennor near Penzance, Eric Quayle.

The “Silver Letter” Greek types
9 Clement I, Pope. [Title in Greek] Clementis ad Corinthios
Epistola Prior. Oxford, Johannes Lichfield, 1633. 6¼ × 8¾.
(24), 76, (48), (2) pages printed in black and red, with ornamental woodcut initials, headpieces, and tailpieces. The Epistle
is printed with Latin and Greek in parallel columns, and the
editor’s restorations printed in red. Contemporary English
sheep spine, later paper on the boards, mottled to imitate
antique leather, edges speckled red. Corners and spine head
quite worn; front hinge is open and the blank leaf is loose and
stained, otherwise contents fresh. A handsome, large wide-
margined copy.
$1,200
Printed in Sir Henry Saville’s exquisite “Silver” Greek types. Savile, a
Provost of Eton, was unable to procure a font of Estienne’s Grecs du
Roi for the Eton Chrysostom. So “he purchased abroad a special Greek
font for the work, the preparation of which cost him the enormous
sum (for those days) of £8000...This ‘Silver Letter’ was subsequently
bequeathed by Savile to the University of Oxford, then loaned to the
University of Cambridge, and has since been lost.” (Updike, Printing
Types II, 95) It is thought they were called “Silver Types” for their great
beauty. Proctor gives a fascinating account of their origin in Transactions of the Bibliographical Society, Vol. VII. OCLC locates only 4 copies
in the U. S. Provenance: armorial bookplate (ca. 1900) of Harryson
Baird; small “AHA” label at rear.

10 Dante Alighieri. La Divina Commedia: Inferno. Purgatorio. Paradiso. Berlin: Offizin Parvus, 2015, 2016, 2017. Three
volumes. 8 × 11½. 73; 65; 81 pages with 177 color illustrations
by Helmut Schulze. These are watercolors and pigment prints.
The texts were set digitally and printed in pigment printing
on handmade paper. Many illustrations have additional hand
coloring. Bound in red, grey, and royal blue cloth, spines titled
in silver, each with an illustration and title on upper cover. The
three in a red cloth slipcase.
$2,000
The books are comprised mostly of illustrations (many double spreads).
The Italian text is the Introduction to each Canto. Designed, illustrated,
and printed by Helmut Schultze in editions of 25, 25, and 30 signed
copies.

11 Davidson, Laura. Opening Day. Everything (Anything) is
Possible. (Boston, 2007). 4½ × 4½. Eight leaves. A series of
8 drypoint prints (3¾ × 3) made during Spring Training of
the Boston Red Sox, in anticipation of Opening Day. Painted
wood boards with a baseball painted on upper one, cloth spine.
Fine.
$1,600
Everything was possible. The Red Sox won the World Series that year.
No. 9 of 10 copies signed. “I made this little edition of dry point prints
as gifts for friends and family that I used to go to Red Sox games with.”
Never offered for sale, only one copy was sold to a timely visitor to
Laura’s studio. There is a copy at Dartmouth.

12 Dewinetz, Jason and Aaron Peck. Arranging Furniture.
(Vernon): Greenboathouse Press, 2021. 9 × 13. Ten text pages
and 25 plates. These are a “series of grids in green, blue, and
turquoise, progressing through a sequence of formal studies of
line, block, and colour recalling wood, lake, sky, and tree.” The
compositions are formed from the “furniture” (rectangles of
wood) that printers use to lock up type in a chase while printing. Bound in a stiff paper case of St Armand Sisal Coffee with
exposed linen thongs, with one of the furniture compositions
printed on the front, in a cloth slipcase. Fine.
$750
13 Dignon, James. The Revelation of John the Divine. Pownal:
Mason Hill Press, 1983. 8 × 10½. (ii), 62 pages. Illustrated with
25 woodcuts by James Dignon and large calligraphic initials
by Mark Livingston in red, blue & green. Bound by Samuel
Feinstein in tan morocco with pictorial and symbolic inlays in
many colored leathers. The upper cover shows St. John, against
a diaper-patterned background, receiving the Angel’s message.
Title and rules in gilt. The seven gilt stars represents the seven

churches. On the lower cover the Whore of Babylon in the form
of a chalice is framed by emblems of the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse. This cover uses more carbon black for tooling, and
less gilt. Doublures of tan, red, & black morocco; all edges gilt
on the rough. This stunning binding is closed with two brass
clasps, and housed in a suede-lined, fitted case.
$8,750
The text is beautifully printed on handmade paper in black, red, blue,
& green. Although 135 copies were hand printed, only about 93 were
completed. Three pages of binder’s notes come with the binding.

14 Eberhardt, Fritz. (Binder) The Pearl. Translated by John F.
Crawford with Andrew Hoyem. San Francisco, 1967. 9 × 11⅛
pages with four color illustrations, reproduced for the first time
from the only surviving manuscript of the poem. Bound by
Fritz Eberhardt in full dark green morocco inlaid with a flowers
& leaves in greens, browns, yellow, and turquoise and tooled
in turquoise and gold; endcaps & board edges also tooled;
the gilded top edge is stamped with tiny circles. Signed on
rear turn-in. Fine in suede-lined cloth tray case with leather
labels.
$7,875

Fritz Eberhardt was one of the finest American hand binders. The
garden on this binding reflects the garden in the poem, where the narrator fell asleep and dreamed of his dead daughter. The text is one of
225 copies printed by Robert Grabhorn and Andrew Hoyem, with the
Middle English text is in red Civilité interlined with Modern English
in black Deepdene, on English mould-made paper. “. . . a model of the
way such Medieval texts should be presented . . .This is a grand and
meritorious book....” (BCC, 1987).

Renoir’s house and garden
15 ELM Press. An Afternoon at Les Collettes. Wallingford, PA,
1988. 27 leaves, most attached at fore edges, forming double
spreads which are seamless and lay flat. Each page is lithographed in muted, dreamy earth tones and moss green. The
minimal text is printed on these in black or green. In green
linen tray case lined with lithographs & a smaller one inset in
lid. Fine copy of an atmospheric book.
$1,200
Enid L. Mark’s “stunning lithographs . . . include numerous superimposed images, layering the present on the past. The subtle colorations . . . reinforce a pervading sense of quiet nostalgia.” (Sandra
Kroupa) One of 5 A/P copies, this inscribed. (There were also 40 numbered copies.) Lithographs printed by Timothy Sheesley. Letterpress
by Mary Phelan. Binding by Barbara Blumenthal. The lithographs were
based on photos taken by the artist at Renoir’s house and garden.

16 ELM Press. About Sylvia. Poems by Diane Ackerman, John
Berryman, Peter Davidson, Luciana Frezza, Rachel Hadas,
Judith Herzberg, Ted Hughes, Robert Lowell, Anne Sexton,
Richard Wilbur. Wallingford, PA, 1996.10½ × 15½. Ten poems
about Sylvia Plath, written by those who knew her. Mark’s
10 lithographs are images of shattered glass. Eight poems are
double spread pages; two longer poems are set on fold-out
pages. Black Fabriano paper wraps titled in silver, in black cloth

tray case inset with shattered window (reflecting the theme of
the illustrations). Fine with prospectus.
$1,700
An A/P copy (there were 50 numbered copies) signed by the artist.
Printed letterpress by Wild Carrot on Arches Velin. The Monotype
Bembo types were cast at Golgonooza Letter Foundry. Title page calligraphy by Jerry Kelly. Bound by Sarah Creighton. A 3-page Foreword
by Enid Mark details her friendship with Sylvia Plath at Smith College.
That friendship was the catalyst for founding The ELM Press.

17 ELM Press. Stewart, Susan. The Elements. A Poem by Susan
Stewart, with Lithographs by Enid Mark. Wallingford, 2002.
15 × 11. 37 unnumbered pages, most attached at fore-edges and
presented as double spreads. Grey cloth & matching tray case
by Sarah Creighton. The binding structure allows the pages to
lay flat without sewing threads in the gutter. Lithographs of
the 4 elements underlie the letterpress-printed poems. Fine
in a custom tray case, with prospectus.
$1,300
Air, Earth, Fire, and Water provide the theme for the poems, the illustrations, the colors, and the typography, which is shaped to reflect the
poem’s meaning. “Working with a wide and textured page provided a
frame for exploring new versions of the poetic line and spacing of stanzas. The poem unfolds in time as a meditation on time and mortality.
Each of the sections is defined by an image introduced as a horizontal
band that has its own rhythm, fading and increasing in dimension
and intensity as the pages turn.” No. 28 of 61 copies printed by Daniel
Keleher at Wild Carrot Letterpress.

18 ELM Press. The Inconstant Moon. Poems to the Moon by
Mark Jarman, Phillis Levin, James Longenbach, Jacqueline
Osherow, Susan Stewart, Mark Strand, Elaine Terranova, &
Eleanor Wilner. Wallingford, PA, 2007. 10½ × 14. Fourteen
double leaves attached at fore edges. An Homeric hymn “To
Selene,” printed in Gill’s Greek type, opens the text. 8 poems

18. ELM Press

are paired with Enid Mark’s lithographs of star fields printed
in indigo & black. These bleed across the page creating a deep
space for the luminous moon. A moonscape drawn by Enid
Mark fills the “centerfold.” Bound in black cloth overlaid with
indigo & black marbled papers created for the book by Regina
St. John. Quote from Shakespeare printed in silver on black
endpaper. Fine in custom tray case.
$2,750
No. 12 of 63 copies. First publication of 8 of the poems. Types were
cast at the Golgonooza Letter Foundry. Title lettered by Jerry Kelly. Art
Larson, Horton Tank Graphics printed the text on Somserset papers. A
perfectionist, Larson slaved over the letterspacing of the Greek capitals
and Wilner’s poem—shaped like a crescent moon.

19 Fass, John S. Ephemeral Printing: 10 different sheets of
letterhead and 12 bookplates. NY: Hammer Creek Press, nd.
The letterheads are 8 × 6 on cream or blue laid paper, most
printed with an ornament and a second color. The bookplates
are mostly typographic with printers’ flowers. All fine. $775
Fass created 3 of the bookplates for himself and nine for others.

20 (Forgery) Report of the Committee of the Society of Arts,
&c. Together with the Approved Communications and Evidence
upon the same, relative to the Mode of Preventing the Forgery
of Bank Notes. London, 1819. 6 × 10. Half title, title, 1–59/b,
57*–59*, 60–72 pages plus six plates, one folding, with some
original tissue guards. Original plain boards, rebacked after
the text block was stapled; new endpapers, extremities worn;
some offsetting from plates, occasional light foxing. While the
binding is shabby, the text pages & plates are wide-margined,
untrimmed, and very good.
$2,000
A fascinating, substantive, and rare study on bank note design and
printing with contributions from printers, engravers, designers, and
forgery experts. The forgery of bank notes had become so rampant in
England during the early 19th century that no less than three separate
commissions were established to address the problem. The principle
articles in this study are: T.C. Hansard recommending the use of Diamond type arranged in patterns (including a plate using the techniques

and with a blind embossed device); T. Ransom recommending copper
plate engraving with a sample bank note including the work of three
different engravers; R. H. Sully recommending copper plate engraving
with a sample bank note and an engraved plate showing the design for
a new copper plate printing machine; and Richard Williamson recommending steel engraving with two fine steel engraved plates. Bridson
& Wakeman B48.

21 Frasconi, Antonio. The Seasons on the Sound. (South Norwalk, November 1974/ January 1975). 14½ × 22. Twenty-five
leaves, mostly double spreads. Four are triple spreads opening
to 42 inches. Title page with 8 small color woodcuts. Aside
from the title page and colophon, the book is comprised solely
of color woodcuts. Bound in molded boards covered in color
woodcuts, linen spine. The end papers have been painted variously green, lavender, orange, & yellow and are nature-printed
from beach grasses. Slipcase is covered in an additional color
woodcut, printed in slightly different colors on each side.
Fine.
$9,800
No. 2 of 5 or fewer copies. An evocative book with images of marshes,
distant water and a small island, geese arriving, and finally geese
departing over a landscape of golden grasses and beached boats. The
book opens with sunrise—a brilliant kaleidoscope of reds & oranges
which fills most of the page. A rainy day seems streaked with silver.
Frasconi uses every color of the rainbow for icy blue Winters, verdant Springs, lush Summers, and golden Autumns. His woodblocks
are overprinted, adding layer upon layer of color, giving the prints a
three-dimensional quality.

22 Frasconi, Antonio. Lines from Walt Whitman: Overhead
the Sun. Woodcuts by Antonio Frasconi. (South Norwalk, 1969).
9½ × 13. Nineteen double leaves with 19 signed color woodcuts
tipped tipped-in and facing a quotation from Whitman. Loose

20. Forgery

22. Frasconi
21. Frasconi

as issued in turquoise cloth tray case by Moroquain Bindery
(George Wieck). The case is covered with paper marbled by
Frasconi. Fine.
$5,000
Walt Whitman was a favorite author of Frasconi, who created two
other books about the poet: A Whitman Portrait and Thirteen Verses
from “When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d.” One of 25 signed
copies. Text was printed letterpress on Rives paper at the Spiral Press.
The artist printed his woodblocks on Hosho handmade paper. The
Books of Antonio Frasconi 33.

23 Gerry, Vance & various authors. Vance Gerry & The
Weather Bird Press with a Checklist of Publications compiled
by David Butcher. (Risbury): The Whittington Press, (2018).
Four parts. 9½ × 13. (iv), 86 pages illustrated with linocuts
and wood-engravings from the original blocks plus 2 pages of
photos & 12 pages of giclée reproductions of Gerry’s pochoirs.
Rear pocket contains facsimile letter. Full citron morocco by
The Fine Bindery.
With (1) a portfolio containing 24 original pieces of Weatherbird printing; (2) a folder holding reproductions of correspondence between Gerry and John Randle; (3) a facsimile of Jazz
Instruments. All housed in a suede-lined solander case with
full length spine label of morocco. Fine. Prospectus. $4,500
No. 34 of 40 “A” copies. David Butcher’s bibliography includes a comprehensive Index. Additional text by others who knew Gerry well:
Simon Lawrence, Patrick Reagh, James Lorson, and John Randle.
“Vance Gerry began printing in 1963...Until his death in 2004 he produced...some of the most understated, beautifully printed and ravishingly illustrated books from any private press, ever. Vance’s lightness of
touch, his incomparable facility as a draughtsman, the slightly starved
look he gave to the inking of his type, the quiet humour of his writing
(when the mood took him), combine together in books that have few
parallels elsewhere.

24 Glaister, Donald. A Few Questions. Vashon Island: Foolsgold Studio, 2009. 8 × 8. 10 leaves, most opening to double
spreads of text and illustration. “The book is a progression
of sanded polyester encapsulations which envelop paintings,
drawings, and type on paper and transparent film, layered to
produce an effect of depth and space within each page.” Laced
into encapsulated painted boards. Fine in tray case. $4,000
One of 12 variants, signed by Don Glaister. “An informal exploration
of the nature of matter, existence, and time in a prose piece of ninety-
nine words.”—artist’s statement.

“A book of paintings, material studies and poetry
inspired by the Great Bridge.”
25 Glaister, Donald. Brooklyn Bridge: A Love Song. Cleveland, 2002. 12 × 14. (28) pages on 14 leaves of aluminum on
paper hinges. Quarter morocco binding with aluminum sides;
aluminum felt-lined tray case with aluminum label. As new,
with the 4-page prospectus, Notice on interleaving, and the
rare waxing kit.
$8,000
Don Glaister’s poem celebrates the material and symbolic richness of
the bridge. There are five double-page acrylic paintings of the bridge
seen at different angles, seasons and times of day (Winter Morning,
August Afternoon). Interspaced with these are nine abstract studies

exploring the essence of “bridgeness.” These studies are made with
acrylic paint, wire, aluminum tape, laminated polyester film and sand.
A lovely, vibrant work. One of 60 similar copies, signed. As each book is
entirely and separately handmade, no two are identical. The waxing kit:
5 different vials of Renaissance Wax and 2 cloths in a compartmented
plastic case, with cover letter and directions. Glaister received some
reports of a few leaves sticking, apparently caused by the high Summer humidity in his un-airconditioned Cleveland studio. This kit was
never used, as Don sent a bookbinder to our shop to treat our copies.

26 Goll, Ivan. Four Poems of the Occult. With Illustrations by
Fernand Leger, Pablo Picasso, Yves Tanguy, and Jean Arp. (Kentfield): Allen Press, 1962. Folio (11 × 16). 98 leaves. Unbound as
issued in 5 sections, each with printed wraps. In blue felt-lined
cloth chemise & cloth slipcase. Fine.
$2,200
First English language edition of all the poems except “Elegy of Ihpetonga.” One of 130 copies.

27 Harper’s Magazine. Original 19th c. engraved wood blocks.
Rare survivals, acquired from Lloyd Morgan whose antique
type collection is at the Smithsonian. When photomechanical
processes replaced wood engraving by the 1890s, most wooden
blocks were discarded or used for fuel. Morgan said ‘’Some
shops were using wooden type to heat the place. We ran into
a shop in Philadelphia that had been burning wood type in its
stove for three years.’’ —Westchester Journal, July 26, 1981.
a) Animal Musicians’ Jam Session. 3½ × 4.
$400
b) Harriet B. Stowe, profile portrait. NY, 1885. 4 × 3½ from
a drawing by J. W. Alexander. This engraving was created
for Harper’s Magazine October 1885 issue. It appears in an
article about Hartford, CT, where Stowe and Mark Twain
were neighbors. There is an interview with Stowe. There is
also an engraving of Twain and numerous ones of his house.
A copy of the magazine (in need of rebinding) is included
with the block.
$900
c) Mice having a “Bully Time” in the kitchen, undeterred by cat
or trap. 2¾ × 5½. Signed by Bookhout Bros. N. Y. According to one of their business cards, the Bookhout Bros. were
engravers on wood & photographers on wood who created
illustrations for books and circulars. This may have been
part of an ad for a better mouse trap.
$150
d) Civil War: “Morgans Indiana and Ohio Raid” (written on
back) and “General Headquarters.” NY, 1863. Two blocks,
each approx. 2 × 2½. The raid took place in 1863.
$300
e) Baseball (Umpire?). 7 × 2½. WITH: an ice hockey player
1 × 2.
$75
f ) “Auction Sale.” 2 × 6.
$150
g) Historic Sackets Harbor & Horse Island Light House. 2 × 5.
In NY on Lake Ontario, this was the scene of two naval
battles in the war of 1812.
$300

28 Harwerth, Willi. ABC Nach Zeichnungen von Willi Harwerth. Verse von Dr. Owlglass. Offenbach, (1942). 6¼ × 8½. (28)
pages. Two-tone boards with floral ABC on upper cover and
alphabet running down spine, pastepaper covered slip case.
Fine.
$700
Lovely stenciled drawings of flora & fauna by Willi Harwerth. Immaculately produced by Gebr. Klingspor.

29 Hoe, Richard M. The Literature of Printing. A Catalogue of
the Library Illustrative of the History and Art of Typography,
Chalcography, and Lithography of Richard M. Hoe. London,
Privately printed at the Chiswick Press, 1877. 4¼ × 6¾. Frontis
of Hoe’s high speed printing press, 149 pages on Whatman
handmade paper. Rebound by the Water Street Bindery in
period morocco & red leather label, Nevins marbled paper
sides, new endpapers, top edge graphited. Untrimmed edges
dust soiled, else a fine partially unopened copy.
$650
About 1,500 titles are arranged alphabetically by authors, with indexes
of places and printers. “According to the Catalogue of the William
Blades Library (1899) this catalogue was compiled by bibliographer
and antiquarian bookseller Edward C. Bigmore, co-author of the Bigmore and Wyman, A Bibliography of Printing (1880–1886). (Hoe’s)
catalogue was the first American bibliography on the history of printing
and typography.” (Jeremy Norman’s History of Information)

30 Homer. Homeri Odysseia (in Greek). Oxford, 1909. 8 × 11½.
(227) pages printed entirely in Greek except for the imprint
and Proctor’s Note at the end. Original quarter linen & blue
paper boards, paper spine label. Collector’s tiny book label at
rear. Binding soiled & a bit shabby, tips worn through, foxing
on top edge and protruding deckles, otherwise the contents
are fresh.
$900

One of 225 copies printed at OUP in Proctor’s handsome Otter type on
Batchelor’s Kelmscott Press large “flower” paper. Proctor’s type was
based on the Alcala font of 1514 with the addition of unusually tall capitals by him.The drawings for it were made by Percy Tiffin, one of Emery
Walker’s draughtsmen. The punches were cut by Edward Prince, who
charged a shilling a letter; 1150 pounds of the type cost £115. Bowman,
Greek Printing Types in Britain in the Nineteenth Century, pp. 70–71.
Proctor died before any books could be printed. But Emery Walker
and Sydney Cockerell arranged for the printing of the Oresteia in 1904
followed by this Odyssey. The type’s name comes from a one page
trial sheet printed in 1903 bearing a woodcut of an otter lounging by
a stream. Tomkinson, pp. 220–221.

31 Horowitz, Sarah. Apple of Carthage. Portland, 2001.
13½ × 9½. Title leaf, 12 etchings of 2½ × 2½ pomegranates
with tissue guards, colophon leaf. Laid in a pomegranate-
colored cloth case. Fine, with artist’s statement.
$1,500
“I am intrigued by organic objects, their structures and life cycles. The
pomegranate I find especially arresting, especially the inaccessible
seeds within.” The first published work from Sarah Horowitz. No. 5
of 20 sets, on Zecchi handmade paper, signed by the artist.

32 Horowitz, Sarah. Sarah Lantz. Archeologies of Loss. Poems
by Sarah Lantz. Prints by Ssrah Horowitz. Remembrance by
Eleanor Wilner. (Portland: Wiesedruck), 2010. 8½ × 14½. (10)
pages + 9 leaves of prints on handmade Japanese gampi. Four
are full page chine collés. An etched thistle appears in the colophon. All the etchings are of a plants: flowers, branches, pods,
twisted roots. The book opens with a full page chine collé which
bleeds off the page, then an etching on gampi beyond which
a poem is glimpsed on the Somerset paper This sequence is
repeated three more times. Bound in heavy cream wraps, slipcase. Fine copy of an ethereal book.
$2,800
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“Archeologies of Loss came into existence through a process of re-
creating rather than just creating. It was torn down, dusted off and
rebuilt until the rebuilding gained paces on the demolition, all the
while, battling the effects of humidity on paper in a damp city.” Sarah
writes, “In Archeologies of Loss, the persistent conversation between
the poems and the etchings conveys their shared temporal quality.
Archeologies deals with collective memories, their loss and disintegration but also their rediscovery and unearthing through individual
histories-those of Sarah Lantz and her poems. My images, primarily
through plants, elicit ephemerality—their growth, decay and dispersal
of seed, eventually disintegrating to leave only the fibrous skeleton.
I hope to capture a lightness, a sense of space, in spite of the ever-
present fragility and mortality, reflected in my memories of desert
winter landscapes—golden sun-bleached grass, charcoal woody stems
and white snow.” No. 23 of 25 signed copies.

One of the great 20th century press books
33 Hunter, Dard II. The Life Work of Dard Hunter. A Progre
ssive Illustrated Assemblage of His Works as Artist, Craftsman,
Author, Papermaker, and Printer. Chillicothe, 1981–83. Two
volumes. 12 × 17. Frontis, (8), 198; frontis, (9), 131 pages, plus
numerous inserts. Full chestnut morocco gilt by Gray Parrot,
each volume in a tray case. Fine. With the prospectus to Vol.
1; the only one issued.
$7,500
One of 50 deluxe sets (of a total 150 sets) signed by Dard Hunter II. In
addition to the full leather bindings the deluxe copies were printed on
a heavier stock of handmade paper, with extra specimens and illustrations. Vol. 1 covers Hunter’s early career from 1904–11 with copious
detail and illustrations from his work at the Roycroft Studios; the
volume closes with a section on his stained glass creations from 1904
to 1943. There are 194 colored and 65 b&w tipped-in illustrations; most
printed to resemble the originals in both paper and color, requiring
hand-cut tinted blocks and in some cases watercolors to achieve the
desired fidelity. Vol. 2 covers Hunter’s life with paper from the Mill House
in Marlborough, NY (1912) to Papermaking by Hand in America (1950).
There are extensive photographs from all periods, about 50 tipped-in
samples of Hunter’s papers and watermarks—many full-page, and a
bibliography with samples from the original publications. Printed with a
Washington handpress on handmade paper with Dard Hunter II’s hand-
cut and cast type. A monumental memorial for an extraordinary life.

34 Japan Paper Company. Japanese Tissue Papers Hand-made.
And Shadow Paper Made by Hand in Japan. NY, 1910s and
1920s. Tissue Paper is 6 × 9½ with approx. 18 different specimens, some with watermark decorations. Shadow paper is
smaller, with six 2-page specimens. Shadow paper has soft
grey clouds, bamboo, birds, etc. and was used for book covers, lampshades, and “fancy wrapping.” Both in wraps, very
good.
$110

35 Japan Paper Company. Seven paper specimen books: Brittany Paper, Fabriano Covers, Lombardia Covers, Florentine
Hand Made Papers, Dutch Charcoal Papers, Fabriano Single Weight. NY, 1910s and 1920s. Approx. 6 × 9. Booklets of
mostly handmade papers, all printed, some illustrated, some
embossed. All in wraps, very good.
$300
The Japan Paper Co. numbers are 439, 960, 1009, 1582, 8277 (printed
by Douglas C. McMurtrie,), and 9295 (in 18 colors).

36 Jones, Shirley. Ellor-Gast. (Llanhamlach: Red Hen Press,
1986). 13 × 14½. (2) leaves, (16) pages, 8 aquatints with tissue
guards. There are 2 additional etchings on the title page and
postscript. Quarter green morocco & canvas with a large illustration in green, cloth slipcase. Eight passages from Beowulf
are printed in double columns with the Old English in red and
Shirley Jones’ translation in black. Fine.
$2,300
Jones writes “Literally, ellor-gast means a spirit from elsewhere,
and it was the ‘otherness’ that held terror for Beowulf’s audience. It
finds its modern equation in science fiction’s preoccupation with the
unknown and unquantifiable ‘alien.’ The passages I have translated
and the images I have made are an attempt to capture the ellor-gast in

Beowulf.” Printed on paper specially made for this book at Moulin du
Verger, France. No. 13 of 30 copies signed by Jones and by the binder,
Jen Lindsay. Accompanied by a copy of The Making of Ellor-Gast (one
of 200 signed copies with a signed etching from Ellor-Gast tipped in).

37 Jones, Shirley. Scop Hwilum Sang. Sometimes a Poet Sang.
A suite of 6 etchings by Shirley Jones, inspired by passages
of Anglo Saxon poetry. (Llanhamlach): Red Hen Press, 1983.
11 × 13½. 16 leaves, with tissue guards, including the 6 etchings
in vibrant colors. Dramatic half chestnut morocco & black cloth
by Mary French from a design by Jones. In a black & brown
tray case which is worn and scratched. Slight wear at tips, else
a fine copy of a beautiful book.
$3,500
No. 11 of 25 signed copies, printed on Barcham Green handmade paper
in 18 pt. Baskerville type in black; the original Anglo Saxon is printed
in red. Besides created the etchings and printing the text, this talented
book artist also translated the poems from Anglo Saxon.

38 Kat Ran Press. Haviaras, Stratis. Duty-Free Desiderata. Prose
Poems. Drawings by Jocelyn Webb. Aurora: Sierras Press, 2000.
10 × 10. 16 leaves, French-fold. Quarter vellum. Fine in oatmeal
cloth & cranberry linen clamshell case.
$995
Copy #2 of 10 “deluxe” copies issued in a case (of 30 numbered copies,
with an additional 15 for the bookmakers) signed by author & artist.
Title page calligraphy by Jerry Kelly. The drawings were printed from
magnesium plates and coated with beeswax, lending them a translucent vellum-like glow. Text of each page within blindstamped square
frame. Impeccably printed by Webb and Michael Russem. Bound by
Webb and Peter Verheyen.

39 Kat Ran Press. Murakami, Haruki. Sleep. With four color
etchings by John Gibson. Florence (MA), 2005. 6½ × 9¾.
56 pages, 4 multi-color etchings. Full black morocco, grey
morocco semi-circular onlays, ruled in blind, gilt circles, by
Claudia Cohen. Fine in tray case, with prospectus. $6,000
No. 5 of 45 copies signed by the author, translator, and artist (and
fifteen lettered copies for the
participants). H. Murakami’s
story, first published in The
New Yorker, tells of a woman
who ignores conventional
wisdom by embracing more
than two weeks of sleeplessness. John Gibson’s paintings
are in collections of the Metropolitan Museum, Boston
Museum of Fine Arts, and
RISD, among others. Printed
by Michael Russem on Twinrocker handmade paper.

40 Kegler, Richard. A Specimen of Wood Type. (Rochester):
P22 Publications, 2020. 9½ × 12½. 55 pages, mostly double
spreads with a page of description facing the 26 type specimens. Each specimen is printed in one to 3 colors. Gold cloth,
with luminous overprinted wood type endpapers.
$600
A colorful book printed from the original wood types, over several
years, at 6 locations: Hamilton Wood Type Museum, Wells College,
RIT, WNYBAC, Flower City Book Arts, and the author’s P22 Analog
Press. One of 75 copies signed by the author/printer.

Quotations from Rosa Parks
41 Kennedy, Jr., Amos Paul. Letterpress Posters Celebrating the
Life of Rosa Parks. (Detroit, 2014) 12½ × 19. Twelve posters letterpress printed on chipboard with oil-based inks using wood
type in rich colors and silver. Multi-colored type is printed
in several layers creating word patterns, which are overlaid
with a quote by Parks. The colors and types were frequently
changed during a print run, making each poster a monotype.
A fine set.
$2,000
“Kennedy is known for his layering
technique that creates shimmering
composition of words, forms, and
ideas. His use of font and color pulls
Parks’s words forward as moral lessons that are still relevant today.”
(Library of Congress) An African-
American printer, Kennedy embarked
on these posters after Parks’ death in
2005. The first purchaser of this set
was a friend of Kennedy, who told
him that only thirty such sets were
completed.

42 Kickshaws Press. Péret, Benjamin. Three Cherries and a
Sardine. Translated by John Crombie. (Wigtown, 2002) 5 × 7½.
Seven leaves of blue paper printed in blue, red, & black. Bound in
colorful fish design paper
over boards, to which has
been added three leather
cherries, “AND” printed in
silver, and an onlaid sardine of fish skin. In a blue
morocco and red board
chemise in red slipcase.
Fine...and fun.
$800
A “handful” of copies were
printed as a trial run for Crombie’s newly installed “Arab”
press in Wigtown, Scotland.
Stamp signed by the binder
“Antonio P. N.” on the blue
suede front pastedown.

Uniquely Susanne Moore & Alan Robinson
43 Kipling, Rudyard. Kaa’s Hunting. A chapter from “The Jungle Books.” (Easthampton, 1990.) A unique manuscript book
calligraphed by Suzanne Moore in various colors & gold, with
watercolors by Alan Robinson. 11 × 15. Half title, frontis, title,
(34) pages, colophon plus blanks, on vintage English handmade
paper. There are two tiny drops of watercolor on the inside
margin of the frontis, which have bled through to the half
title. Bound by Claudia Cohen in green morocco; white, grey,
and black snakeskin onlaid on both covers within a gilt-ruled
frame. In a morocco and cloth tray case. Signed by Suzanne
Moore and Alan James Robinson. Fine copy of a delightful
manuscript.
$22,000

Here’s Baloo the old brown bear and Bagheera the black panther, and
the Bander-log monkey people who carry off Mowgali to the Lost City.
And Kaa the Rock Python who saves the day. Text and illustrations are
entwined in perfect harmony between calligrapher and artist. For this
spirited book, Moore’s lettering varies in size and color to emphasize
key events and emotions. Her text flows, propelled in part by the
swinging monkey-like tails of the lower case “g.” Moore writes with
gouache even for colors that appear black, as “ink is not the look I like,
and the ‘blacks’ I use are often tinted with either a warm or a cool color.”
Alan Robinson excels in portrayals of animals. He and Moore collaborated on several books during the early days of the Cheloniidae
Press, when Suzanne lived in nearby Ashfield. This is by far the most
extensive and original collaboration between the renowned calligrapher and artist. The manuscript was commissioned by a patron whose
name appears in the colophon.

Deluxe copy with 2 copperplates & a lock of hair
44 Kuch, Michael. Disasters of Love: a Defense of Delilah:
a poem, intaglios & lithographs. Hadley: Double Elephant
Press, 2006. Two volumes. 17 × 12. 30 leaves laced together at
fore-edges in Coptic style. Illustrated with 19 etchings and 12
lithographs by Kuch. Several additional etchings are on the
three-part binding. Upper cover of the book bears a collage
of various objects (including scissors) within temple pillars.
The book is in a cloth portfolio with large etching, inside a
cloth & cork case which functions as an easel. WITH A second
clamshell box, titled: “Disasters of love, suites of intaglios &
lithographs.” It contains 2 original copper plates, 2 drawings
the plates were based on, 9 signed etchings marked iii/xvi in a
portfolio lined with 2 other etchings, 25 signed proofs in first
or second state, all 12 lithographs and all the intaglios with
Hebrew script are presented as an accordion-folds, signed &
numbered. Fine, deluxe set.
$8,500
Copy no. 3 of 16 deluxe sets. The Biblical story of Samson is told
from Delilah’s point of view. The temple image of the cover continues
throughout the book, with paired columns of text surmounted by etchings as friezes. The book’s images refer to and play upon well-known
works of art. In a remarkable feat of engraving, the entire Hebrew text
of Judges is incorporated into the etchings. An English text appears
at the end. Twelve lithographs depict brutish Samson in his labors.
Etchings are printed in black, blue, gold, red on various handmade
papers. The text is printed by Art Larson from Lutetia and Bembo types
cast at Golgonooza Letter Foundry, on Velké Losiny handmade paper.
Michael’s hair was cut during a reception for this book at Michelson’s
Art Gallery in Northampton.

45 Maret, Russell. Character Traits: The Argument. The Plates.
NY, 2019. 2 vols. The “Argument” is a bound book of 28 pages,
illustrated and with shoulder notes. Quarter grey morocco &
orange, blue, black, & grey Suminigaski-covered boards. Most
of the 25 plates, with tissue guards, are printed in a single color
(black, blue, gold, red, brown). Printed intaglio on an etching
press, the plates are very tactile. Plates are in a matching drop
back box. Both volumes in a pull-off box of orange & grey cloth.
Fine, with a large folded poster.
$9,000
Russell’s “Argument” is that the 4 main types of letterforms are contingent on the technology by which they were created. “Character
Traits, draws inspiration from the tradition of writing manuals and
calligraphic model books, in which various lettering styles are displayed
in short, epigrammatic texts. The title was chosen to evoke the two
primary motivations of the book: to explore the traits of alphabetical
characters that are digitally native and thus free from the technological limitations of typographic lettering (i.e. metal type), and to do so
in a series of texts that are chosen because they illuminate various
human character traits.”
No. 36 of 60 regular copies. (There were also 23 deluxe copies.) Text
set in the Pisolino types designed by Maret is printed in black, red, and
blue on Twinrocker handmade paper.
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46 Morgan Press. Wood Type. (Hastings on Hudson, ca. 1970s).
8 × 11. 153 pages on green, orange, and yellow Lindenmeyr
stock. Plastic comb binding. Very good.
$175
A catalogue designed by John Alcorn showing all the fonts available.
The Morgan Press would set the type and print reproduction proofs
for a customer. The Smithsonian purchased Morgan’s type collection
in 1982.

47 Moser, Barry. Men of Printing, Anglo-American Profiles
(cover title). Easthampton. 5 × 7. Eight wood engraved portraits: William Morris, Frederic Goudy, T. J. Cobden-Sanderson,
John Nash, Emery Walker, Eric Gill, St. John Hornby, and Bruce
Rogers. Laid into a printed paper folder. Each engraving is
signed by Moser. Fine.
$725
This is one of 25 sets printed on Baskingwerk paper at Pennyroyal
Press in 1976 and “collared for distribution in 1980.” In the book of the
same title, printed on Mohawk paper, the engravings were not signed.

48 Pennyroyal Press. Lewis Carroll. Through the Looking-Glass
and What Alice Found There. West Hatfield, 1982. 10¾ × 16½.
xxv, 163, (7) pages. Half-morocco and decorated paper boards
by Gray Parrot, with a separate suite of the engravings, 92
leaves, each signed by Moser; in
a buckram chemise. Morocco-
backed tray case. Fine. $4,900
No. 340 of 350 numbered copies
signed by Moser. Printed in red and
black with 92 wood engravings by
Moser. Moser in the Pennyroyal
Checklist (1986) comments “there is
a greater cohesion in Looking-Glass
than in Alice. I have never been
able to understand why the critics
called the pictures ‘dark’. I intended
them to be whimsical and humorous displaying a kind of calculated
pandemonium.”

49 Petzendorfer, Ludwig. Schriften Atlas. Stuttgart: Julius
Hoffmann, 1889. 9½ × 13. (6) pages of Index, 132 leaves (numbered 1–126 plus subscripted additions) printed rectos only.
Text is printed in black, red, and blue, with numerous gorgeous chromolithographed plates. Maroon cloth elaborately
gold-blocked. Edges worn, backstrip reattached, 2 leaves loose.
Very good.
$900
A cornucopia of ornamental and initial letters (almost all show complete alphabets) as well as monograms and exotic type faces—most
from the leading type foundries in Germany. The subtitle translates “
a collection of the most important scripts and prints from ancient and
modern times, along with initials, monograms, coats of arms, national
colors and heraldic motifs for the practical purposes of arts and crafts.”

50 Rorer, Abigail; Parsons, Marnie and Bill Montevecchi. An Idea of Geometry. Celebrating the Gannets of Cape St.
Mary’s. Lone Oak Press, 2017. 5 × 7. 14 text pages + 8 multi-
block engravings with some hand coloring. Quarter blue linen
and boards, in slipcase. Fine with prospectus.
$180
One of 220 signed copies.

Harold Hugo’s set with letters from RR
& extra color engravings signed
51 Ruzicka, Rudolf. The Merrymount Press New Year Greetings 1912–1942. Boston, 1912–1942. A complete run of the Greetings designed by Ruzicka. Each is 4 pages with the title on
front and Ruzicka’s color wood engraving on the third page.
Harold Hugo’s set in a quarter morocco & cloth tray case. Laid
in are 2 letters from RR to Hugo, 1955 and 1973, and a signed
invitation to RR’s 90th birthday party in 1973. Also laid in is
RR’s own 1912 Christmas card signed, along with its reprint in
1948 on an invitation to a cocktail party at the Grolier Club in
honor of Ruzicka’s exhibition. WITH: 5 additional engravings
from 1919 to 1929, all signed.
$3,000

Ruzicka’s engraving for 1919 is a proof. The ones for 1920 and 1923
have a separate print of the engraving printed on better paper laid in,
signed (one is inscribed to Hugo). 1926 is a separate print signed &
inscribed to Hugo. The card for 1925 was not designed by RR. Merrymount continued to issue greetings until 1947; but RR’s last was 1942.
Complete sets of Ruzicka’s Merrymount Greetings are rare. OCLC lists
only the Grolier Club, NYPL, Colby,and RISD
The additional engravings include two of Gramercy Park. Of these,
one is a commissioned 1919 Christmas card for Dr. and Mrs. William
Dennett. A 1929 engraving in black is a night-time view from a steeple
of Notre-Dame. Two color engravings may be illustrations.

52 Sandberg, Willem. Experimenta Typografica 11. Köln: Galerie der Spiegel, (1956). 5½ × 8½. Original wraps bound into a
Revorim binding of deeply molded rubbery plastic and exposed
spine from the Atelier Jean de Gonet. Fine.
$800
In a Revorim binding the
structural aspects of the
binding are an integral
part of the design. Hence
the exposed spine and
sewing. The covers are
always separate from the
spine so that the joint can
not become damaged. A
handsome example of the
revolutionary technique
developed in the 1970s.
Willem Sandberg was
Director of the Stedelijk
Museum in Amsterdam,
and a graphic designer.

53 Shafer, Douglas. Johannes Trithemus. Discourse is Translation. Excerpts from Steganographia Liber I. (Portland), 2000.
11 × 14½. Unique manuscript lettered, illuminated, and bound
by the artist. Seventeen pages (plus 5 blanks) on Fabriano
paper lightly toned by the artist suggest antiquity. Latin text is
lettered in black & red and intertwined with jewel-like beetles
& gold. A multi-colored rondell opens the book, which ends
with the artist’s signature, pressmark of the beguiling serpent,
and a final rondell. Endpapers painted like the sky at dusk
with thousands of silvery stars. Heavy textured boards painted,
gilded, and lacquered, in a similar wooden slipcase lined with
felt. Fine.
$1,800
Trithemus is considered the first bibliographer, and a founder of modern cryptography and steganography. Shafer is an artist, bookmaker,
teacher, and musician whose inspiration comes from medieval books
with their combination of image, narrative, and decoration.

54 Stamperia del Santuccio. Joseph Hall. Samson. Selections
from a contemplation on an historical passage in the Old testament. Drawings by Fritz Kredel. 8 × 11. xix pages with eight
illustrations by Fritz Kredel after the Biblia Pauperum. The
pressmark in blind on last leaf. Bound by James Brockman
in red straight-grained morocco, all edges gilt on the rough.
Brockman’s design of the crumbling pillars is tooled in gilt and
in blind, with tan suede onlays. The gold tooling depends from
the top board edges, still holding together the crumbling suede
stone blocks; but they disappear into blind-tooled shapes.
Fine copy in a matching red tray case lined with the same tan
suede.
$4,000
Printed in Victor Hammer’s Samson Uncial type, in black, red, and blue
on handmade Magnani paper. Fifty copies were for sale by the Chiswick
Book Shop (presumably the other 10 copies were for the Hammers).
No. 54 of 60 copies signed by Fritz Kredel and by James Brockman.

Art Nouveau Salesman’s Sample
55 The Studio. Menu Cards, Programmes, &c. (cover title).
London: The Studio, (ca. 1910). 8½ × 12. Quarter white cloth
& grey boards printed in gold. Sixteen leaves of grey kraft
paper bearing 21 mounted examples of Art Nouveau ephemeral printing: menu cards, ball & concert
programmes, dance cards, and a whist card.
Charming designs, strongly influenced by
the Glasgow School, are signed in the design
“EL” and “The Studio.” Cloth soiled; hinge
open; contents fine.
$900
Each sample has a separately printed and mounted
price list. Some menu cards are simply printed in
black or brown, others are hand colored. The Children’s Ball Programme has a metal topped pencil
attached by cord with tassel. According to the price
lists all the dance & ball cards would come with
pencils. The Progressive Whist card (3 shillings for
a box of a dozen cards with pencils) is printed on the inside. Gilt cover
design signed “EL.” We have not been able to locate another copy.

56 Taylor, Michael and Brocard Sewell. Saint Dominic’s
Press, A Bibliography 1916–1937. Lower Marston: Whittington Press, 1995. Three vols. 7½ × 10, 180 pages plus tippedin facsimiles. Quarter morocco. With a typographic facsimile
of the 1923 “Daisy and Marguerite” printed on old F. J. Head
handmade paper. A separate portfolio holds two large original
leaves folded. All fine in slipcase.
$750
A private press founded at Ditchling in 1915 by Hilary Pepler and Eric
Gill, with D. Jones and Desmond Chute. Sewell, a friend of Gill, was
apprenticed to Pepler. Pepler’s daughter, Susan Falkner, has written
a memoir of her father. No. 3 of 100 special copies signed by Taylor,
Sewell, and Falkner.

57 Type Specimen. Damon & Peets. Specimen Book. Types and
Borders, Ornaments and Brass Rules. Catalogue of Printing Machinery and Printers’ Supplies. NY, ( January 1903).
5½ × 8½. xvi (index & price list), 592 pages. Red cloth printed
in black, worn & somewhat shaken. Good, complete, clean
working copy.
$2,350
The date is taken from the “Comprehensive Catalogue & Price List of
Supplies” pp. 439–592. Inked date on title page is 1904. The types are
shown in text (rather than fonts). There are large sections of borders
& ornaments and wood type. The Damon Type Founders Co. was
established in 1896 as the successor to the Damon and Peets type
distributors whose primary suppliers disappeared through the ATF
consolidation of the industry. They issued six specimens between 1897
and 1929 (their last as a foundry) all of which are quite scarce. Annenberg/Saxe note one institutional copy; OCLC locates only the RIT copy.

58 Type Specimen. Mayeur, Gustave. Caractères d’Imprimerie.
Paris, (1883). 9½ × 12¼. The specimen is divided into eight
parts covering various styles of type and decorative material.
There are about 240 leaves, some French-fold, and variously
dated from about 1880 to 1890. Original cloth, extremities a
bit worn. Complete clean specimen. Very good.
$3,750
A marvelous attractive comprehensive French foundry specimen with
sections of: job faces, display faces
and initials, bold face display, poster
and wood type, cursive faces, ornamental faces, decorative material,
and misc. dashes, etc. Scarce; OCLC
noting only three similar specimens:
Harvard, Newberry, and Cambridge.

59 Type Specimen. Farmer, Little, & Co. Specimens from the
Type Foundry of....NY, 1892. 6½ × 9½. Title, 6-page Index, (2),
1–304 pages. Original black cloth gilt. ATF duplicate. Collated
complete. Very good, clean copy.
$1,250
There is an illustrated Price List of equipment; page 234 to the end is
mostly decorative material with some pages printed in blue. This was
the last specimen issued under this foundry name, which became A.
D. Farmer & Son. Farmer, one of the leading foundries in the country,
was one of the few to remain independent of the ATF Trust when it
was formed in the 1890s.

60 Type Specimen. Stempel Schriftgiesserei. [No title]. Frankfurt, c1900. 10½ × 14. No title, Insert, (5) leaves, approx. 140
leaves (Blatt) printed one side only, erratically numbered; over
30 of which are folding and printed in several colors. Decorated
printed boards. Binding a bit worn at extremities; recently
professionally rebacked. Contents clean and tight. Very good,
no excisions.
$2,500

Nice specimen of the period showing a few job faces, lots of the use of
display material, about half the specimen is decorative material. This
is a very early Stempel specimen; they were founded in 1895. St Bride
Catalogue has one specimen from 1900 (appears to be the same as
this one) and nothing else until 1910. OCLC lists no early 20th century
specimens from Stempel.

61 Vervliet, Hendrik. Cyrillic & Oriental Typography in Rome
at the End of the Sixteenth Century. An Inquiry into the Later
Work of Robert Granjon (1578–90). Berkeley: Poltroon Press,
1981. Small folio, 53pages illustrated with reproductions of the
types. Quarter cloth & decorated boards, arabesque endpapers.
Fine.
$250
One of 500 copies printed by Alastair Johnston, who also translated
this work.

With 78 broadsides
62 Williams, Graham. A Collection of Printing from Woodblocks. Charing: The Florin Press, MMXXI. 8 × 12. A handson examination of the effect paper (ink, as well) has on the
printing of woodblocks. Nine different broadsides consisting
of woodblocks and text are printed multiple times on different
papers. There is a total of 78 broadsides printed on 36 different
papers. An 8-page introduction has a paragraph about each
broadside; it identifies the papers and the type faces. Laid into
a folding cloth & marbled paper tray case with leather label
& magnetic closure. WITH: an octavo hardbound book of 134
pages “Understanding Paper: Assessment and permanence
for artists & fine printers” by Graham Williams.
$2,200
No. 7 of 10 copies with 78 broadsides, printed on a Columbian press.
Most broadsides have 2 wood engravings (mostly by Bewick) as well
as text, and are printed on 6 or 7 papers; but one broadside is printed
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on 8 and another on 10 different papers. The difference a paper and
an ink can have on the same woodblock is remarkable.
There are 4 versions of this work. Nos.1–5 have 96 broadsides on 40
different papers; 6–15 (as here) have 78 broadsides on 36 papers; 16–40
have 61 broadsides on 31 papers, as here; 41–75 have 35 broadsides on
20 papers. The Veatchs can offer also a copy of the third version with
61 broadsides, for $1,350.

63 Wayzgoose Press. Burnet, Ross. The Bookseller’s Diary.
Katoomba, NSW, 1993. 9 × 8. ix, 42, (2) pages illustrated with
11 whimsical line drawings by Mike Hudson of the bookshop
cat. Cloth and endpapers printed with calendar squares. Some
touches of foxing to upper cover, else fine. Prospectus. $350

No. 5 of 54 copies signed by the author and the printers Mike Hudson
and Jadwiga Jarvis. A humorous and appealing record of this bookseller
and editor of the Australian Book Collector.

64 Wayzgoose Press. Alexander, George. Orpheus Through the
Rear-Vision Mirror. Kotoomba, NSW, 2002. Oblong “page” size
13⅓ × 9⅓. 36 pages. Tray case with folding tab cover. With a
detailed, explanatory prospectus from both the printers’ perspective and the poet’s who also provides a lengthy introduction to the book. Fine copy.
$3,750
The approximate 36 “pages” unfold to become a road map that is
about 9 × 4 feet, tracing the path of a journey (Orpheus searching for
Eurydice? or perhaps a more human trip). Alexander’s poem weaves
through the map in a variety of settings of 14 point type aided by a
profusion of colographs and monoprints hand-inked in the press. The
textured results were to “devour or disgorge” the words of the poem as
the journey progressed. As many as a dozen passes per page through
the press were required. One of 32 copies numbered and signed by
the printers and poet. OCLC notes only three US institutional copies,
plus V&A and British Library.

65 Yevtushenko, Yevgeny. Babi Yar, A Poem. Design and
visual accompaniments by Walter Feldman. Providence: Ziggurat Press, 2003. 7½ × 10. (12) printed pages. Leaves are
attached accordion-fold and open to over 100 inches. With
5 two-color relief blocks printed in grey and black. One end
tipped into purple cloth case with title label.
$550
No. 2 of 25 copies, printed in black and red on handmade Twinrocker
paper. With an Introduction by the poet Barton Levi St Armand. Yevtushenko’s poem was written in 1961 in part to protest the Soviet
Union’s refusal to identify Babi Yar, a ravine in the suburbs of Kyiv, as
the site of the mass murder of 33,000 Ukrainian Jews by the Nazis on
September 29–30, 1941.

63. Wayzgoose Bookseller

64. Wayzgoose Orpheus

43. Kipling

